
Description Program Day of Week Date Aired Time Length
 join SunAh, University of Memphis professor,

author, goal setting coach, and coffee lover, as she
catches up with experts from across the country,
who are investigating our most pressing social
issues and common curiosities. Each week she

invites a different thought-provoking guest to grab a
cup of coffee and chat about their motivations,

inspirations, and what they know about the world
around us.

Let's Grab Coffee Monday 1-3-2022, 1-10-
2022, 1-17-
2022, 1-24-
2022, 1-31-

2022

11:00 am 1 Hour
Political show that's cool, intelligent and somewhat
irreverent while keeping it Real, Right & Funky!!! Funky Politics Monday 1-3-2022, 1-10-

2022, 1-17-
2022, 1-24-
2022, 1-31-

2022

12:00 pm 1 hour
Memphis Metropolis is about the built environment
– the building blocks that define the look and feel of

our city and region. From the downtown
skyscrapers to the historic neighborhoods to the

suburbs, we’ll talk to community leaders and
residents, examining architecture, transportation,

public art, parks, development and redevelopment
plans, and much more, from a variety of

perspectives.

Memphis Metropolis w/
Emily Trenholm Monday 1-3-2022, 1-10-

2022, 1-17-
2022, 1-24-
2022, 1-31-

2022

1:00 pm 1 hour
Enter the Sonosphere, and explore the sounds that

surround us all. Hosts Amy Schaftlein and Chris
Williams conduct interviews and jump head-first into

experimental electronic, classical and popular
music from across the globe.

Sonosphere w/ Amy
and Chris Monday 1-3-2022, 1-10-

2022, 1-17-
2022, 1-24-
2022, 1-31-

2022

4:00 pm 1 hour
A public community affairs show that speaks to and

addresses current issues that affect our lives.
Real Talk w/ Chip

Washington Monday 1-3-2022, 1-10-
2022, 1-17-
2022, 1-24-
2022, 1-31-

2022

6:00 pm 1 hour
Esteemed music historian and author Robert
Gordon joins listeners each week for a crash

course that spans all generations and genres, with
a solid dose of why Memphis is the center of it all.

Talkin' Memphis w/
Robert Gordon and

WYXR Staff

Monday 1-3-2022, 1-10-
2022, 1-17-
2022, 1-24-
2022, 1-31-

2022

7:00 pm 1 hour
Anna Mullins Ellis and Christy Mullen provide a

weekly window into ways Memphians are solving
problems, looking forward, and successfully

shaping our community.

Meanwhile in Memphis Tuesday 1-4-2022, 1-11-
2022, 1-18-
2022, 1-25-

2022

8:00 am 1 hour
What does it take to have an entrepreneur’s

mindset? Join Cynthia and Brack as they uncover
the stories, successes, and challenges of female

founders and entrepreneurs of color.

Grindset w/ Cynthia
Daniels and Williams

Brack

Tuesday 1-4-2022, 1-11-
2022, 1-18-
2022, 1-25-

2022

7:00 am 1 hour
Bishop Phoebe Roaf of the Episcopal Diocese of
West Tennessee sits down with Memphians and

others in Shelby County regarding the issues facing
our community, as well as the ways in which to

explore how our faith informs our perspective and
unites people from a variety of backgrounds.

Faithfully Memphis w/
Bishop Phoebe Roaf Thursday 1-6-2022, 1-13-

2022, 1-20-
2022, 1-27-

2022

8:00 am 1 hour
Produced by Church Health, “The Mystic” features

Joshua Henry Narcisse, Dr. Scott Morris, Micah
Greenstein, Kirk Whalum and Joy Gilmer Marseille,
as they share music, conversation and matters of

the spirit.

The Mystic Thursday 1-6-2022 9:00 am 1 Hour
We've teamed up with the WYXR team to bring you

The Shellcast, our new podcast about music,
culture, and Memphis! We're looking forward to

interviewing artists, musicians, movers, and
shakers and hearing how they're writing their own
stories and building their own communities around

the world.

Levitt Shell Cast Thursday 1-13-2022, 1-
27-2022 9:00 am 30min -1 hour

Multi-instrumentalist and scholar, Dr. Žak Ozmo,
delves into the intersection between music and

wellness. In this monthly podcast series, he hosts
guest educators and leading researchers to answer
the question: Does music have the power to heal?

Music and Medicine Thursday 1-20-2022 9:00 am 1 Hour
The Extra Podcast from the Daily Memphian is

about anything and everything Memphis, including
interviews with people shaping the city, discussion

of the issues most important to Memphis, and
sometimes an exploration of topics stranger, funnier
and more surprising than you might expect to hear.

The Daily Memphian's
Eric Barnes and
Jennifer Biggs

Thursday 1-6-2022, 1-13-
2022, 1-20-
2022, 1-27-

2022

11:00 am 1 hour
Stephanie and T-Shaw serve up the Blues in a way

that is educational, enlightening, honest to the
culture and funny!

Blues in the Basement Thursday 1-6-2022, 1-13-
2022, 1-20-
2022, 1-27-

2022

12:00 pm 1 hour
Alternative weekly news and lifestyle publication,

Memphis Flyer, presents an audio digest of its
magazine, including unheard audio clips from
reporter notes and brand-new talk segments,
highlighting conversations that bring the most

important topics in Memphis from the page to the
airwaves.

Radio Flyer Friday 1-7-2022, 1-14-
2022, 1-21-
2022, 1-28-

2022

12:00 pm 1 Hour



Description Program Day of Week Date Aired Time Length
 join SunAh, University of Memphis professor,

author, goal setting coach, and coffee lover, as she
catches up with experts from across the country,
who are investigating our most pressing social
issues and common curiosities. Each week she

invites a different thought-provoking guest to grab a
cup of coffee and chat about their motivations,

inspirations, and what they know about the world
around us.

Let's Grab Coffee Monday 2-7-2022, 2-14-
2022, 2-21-
2022, 2-28-

2022

11:00 am 1 Hour
Political show that's cool, intelligent and somewhat
irreverent while keeping it Real, Right & Funky!!! Funky Politics Monday 2-7-2022, 2-14-

2022, 2-21-
2022, 2-28-

2022

12:00 pm 1 hour
Memphis Metropolis is about the built environment
– the building blocks that define the look and feel of

our city and region. From the downtown
skyscrapers to the historic neighborhoods to the

suburbs, we’ll talk to community leaders and
residents, examining architecture, transportation,

public art, parks, development and redevelopment
plans, and much more, from a variety of

perspectives.

Memphis Metropolis w/
Emily Trenholm Monday 2-7-2022, 2-14-

2022, 2-21-
2022, 2-28-

2022

1:00 pm 1 hour
Enter the Sonosphere, and explore the sounds that

surround us all. Hosts Amy Schaftlein and Chris
Williams conduct interviews and jump head-first into

experimental electronic, classical and popular
music from across the globe.

Sonosphere w/ Amy
and Chris Monday 2-7-2022, 2-14-

2022, 2-21-
2022, 2-28-

2022

4:00 pm 1 hour
A public community affairs show that speaks to and

addresses current issues that affect our lives.
Real Talk w/ Chip

Washington Monday 2-7-2022, 2-14-
2022, 2-21-
2022, 2-28-

2022

6:00 pm 1 hour
Esteemed music historian and author Robert
Gordon joins listeners each week for a crash

course that spans all generations and genres, with
a solid dose of why Memphis is the center of it all.

Talkin' Memphis w/
Robert Gordon and

WYXR Staff

Monday 2-7-2022, 2-14-
2022, 2-21-
2022, 2-28-

2022

7:00 pm 1 hour
Anna Mullins Ellis and Christy Mullen provide a

weekly window into ways Memphians are solving
problems, looking forward, and successfully

shaping our community.

Meanwhile in Memphis Tuesday 2-1-2022, 2-8-
2022, 2-15-
2022, 2-22-

2022

8:00 am 1 hour
What does it take to have an entrepreneur’s

mindset? Join Cynthia and Brack as they uncover
the stories, successes, and challenges of female

founders and entrepreneurs of color.

Grindset w/ Cynthia
Daniels and Williams

Brack

Tuesday 2-1-2022, 2-8-
2022, 2-15-
2022, 2-22-

2022

7:00 am 1 hour
Bishop Phoebe Roaf of the Episcopal Diocese of
West Tennessee sits down with Memphians and

others in Shelby County regarding the issues facing
our community, as well as the ways in which to

explore how our faith informs our perspective and
unites people from a variety of backgrounds.

Faithfully Memphis w/
Bishop Phoebe Roaf Thursday 2-3-2022, 2-10-

2022, 2-17-
2022, 2-24-

2022

8:00 am 1 hour
Produced by Church Health, “The Mystic” features

Joshua Henry Narcisse, Dr. Scott Morris, Micah
Greenstein, Kirk Whalum and Joy Gilmer Marseille,
as they share music, conversation and matters of

the spirit.

The Mystic Thursday 2-3-2022 9:00 am 1 Hour
We've teamed up with the WYXR team to bring you

The Shellcast, our new podcast about music,
culture, and Memphis! We're looking forward to

interviewing artists, musicians, movers, and
shakers and hearing how they're writing their own
stories and building their own communities around

the world.

Levitt Shell Cast Thursday 2-10-2022, 2-
24-2022 9:00 am 30min -1 hour

Multi-instrumentalist and scholar, Dr. Žak Ozmo,
delves into the intersection between music and

wellness. In this monthly podcast series, he hosts
guest educators and leading researchers to answer
the question: Does music have the power to heal?

Music and Medicine Thursday 2-17-2022 9:00 am 1 Hour
The Extra Podcast from the Daily Memphian is

about anything and everything Memphis, including
interviews with people shaping the city, discussion

of the issues most important to Memphis, and
sometimes an exploration of topics stranger, funnier
and more surprising than you might expect to hear.

The Daily Memphian's
Eric Barnes and
Jennifer Biggs

Thursday 2-3-2022, 2-10-
2022, 2-17-
2022, 2-24-

2022

11:00 am 1 hour
Stephanie and T-Shaw serve up the Blues in a way

that is educational, enlightening, honest to the
culture and funny!

Blues in the Basement Thursday 2-3-2022, 2-10-
2022, 2-17-
2022, 2-24-

2022

12:00 pm 1 hour
Alternative weekly news and lifestyle publication,

Memphis Flyer, presents an audio digest of its
magazine, including unheard audio clips from
reporter notes and brand-new talk segments,
highlighting conversations that bring the most

important topics in Memphis from the page to the
airwaves.

Radio Flyer Friday 2-4-2022, 2-11-
2022, 2-18-
2022, 2-25-

2022

12:00 pm 1 Hour



Description Program Day of Week Date Aired Time Length
 join SunAh, University of Memphis professor,

author, goal setting coach, and coffee lover, as she
catches up with experts from across the country,
who are investigating our most pressing social
issues and common curiosities. Each week she

invites a different thought-provoking guest to grab a
cup of coffee and chat about their motivations,

inspirations, and what they know about the world
around us.

Let's Grab Coffee Monday 3-7-2022, 3-14-
2022, 3-21-
2022, 3-28-

2022

11:00 am 1 Hour
Political show that's cool, intelligent and somewhat
irreverent while keeping it Real, Right & Funky!!! Funky Politics Monday 3-7-2022, 3-14-

2022, 3-21-
2022, 3-28-

2022

12:00 pm 1 hour
Memphis Metropolis is about the built environment
– the building blocks that define the look and feel of

our city and region. From the downtown
skyscrapers to the historic neighborhoods to the

suburbs, we’ll talk to community leaders and
residents, examining architecture, transportation,

public art, parks, development and redevelopment
plans, and much more, from a variety of

perspectives.

Memphis Metropolis w/
Emily Trenholm Monday 3-7-2022, 3-14-

2022, 3-21-
2022, 3-28-

2022

1:00 pm 1 hour
Enter the Sonosphere, and explore the sounds that

surround us all. Hosts Amy Schaftlein and Chris
Williams conduct interviews and jump head-first into

experimental electronic, classical and popular
music from across the globe.

Sonosphere w/ Amy
and Chris Monday 3-7-2022, 3-14-

2022, 3-21-
2022, 3-28-

2022

4:00 pm 1 hour
A public community affairs show that speaks to and

addresses current issues that affect our lives.
Real Talk w/ Chip

Washington Monday 3-7-2022, 3-14-
2022, 3-21-
2022, 3-28-

2022

6:00 pm 1 hour
Esteemed music historian and author Robert
Gordon joins listeners each week for a crash

course that spans all generations and genres, with
a solid dose of why Memphis is the center of it all.

Talkin' Memphis w/
Robert Gordon and

WYXR Staff

Monday 3-7-2022, 3-14-
2022, 3-21-
2022, 3-28-

2022

7:00 pm 1 hour
Anna Mullins Ellis and Christy Mullen provide a

weekly window into ways Memphians are solving
problems, looking forward, and successfully

shaping our community.

Meanwhile in Memphis Tuesday 3-1-2022, 3-8-
2022, 3-15-
2022, 3-22-
2022, 3-29-

2022

8:00 am 1 hour
What does it take to have an entrepreneur’s

mindset? Join Cynthia and Brack as they uncover
the stories, successes, and challenges of female

founders and entrepreneurs of color.

Grindset w/ Cynthia
Daniels and Williams

Brack

Tuesday 3-1-2022, 3-8-
2022, 3-15-
2022, 3-22-
2022, 3-29-

2022

7:00 am 1 hour
Bishop Phoebe Roaf of the Episcopal Diocese of
West Tennessee sits down with Memphians and

others in Shelby County regarding the issues facing
our community, as well as the ways in which to

explore how our faith informs our perspective and
unites people from a variety of backgrounds.

Faithfully Memphis w/
Bishop Phoebe Roaf Thursday 3-3-2022, 3-10-

2022, 3-17-
2022, 3-24-
2022, 3-31-

2022

8:00 am 1 hour
Produced by Church Health, “The Mystic” features

Joshua Henry Narcisse, Dr. Scott Morris, Micah
Greenstein, Kirk Whalum and Joy Gilmer Marseille,
as they share music, conversation and matters of

the spirit.

The Mystic Thursday 3-3-2022 9:00 am 1 Hour
We've teamed up with the WYXR team to bring you

The Shellcast, our new podcast about music,
culture, and Memphis! We're looking forward to

interviewing artists, musicians, movers, and
shakers and hearing how they're writing their own
stories and building their own communities around

the world.

Levitt Shell Cast Thursday 3-10-2022, 3-
24-2022, 3-31-

2022

9:00 am 30min -1 hour
Multi-instrumentalist and scholar, Dr. Žak Ozmo,
delves into the intersection between music and

wellness. In this monthly podcast series, he hosts
guest educators and leading researchers to answer
the question: Does music have the power to heal?

Music and Medicine Thursday 3-17-2022 9:00 am 1 Hour
The Extra Podcast from the Daily Memphian is

about anything and everything Memphis, including
interviews with people shaping the city, discussion

of the issues most important to Memphis, and
sometimes an exploration of topics stranger, funnier
and more surprising than you might expect to hear.

The Daily Memphian's
Eric Barnes and
Jennifer Biggs

Thursday 3-3-2022, 3-10-
2022, 3-17-
2022, 3-24-
2022, 3-31-

2022

11:00 am 1 hour
Stephanie and T-Shaw serve up the Blues in a way

that is educational, enlightening, honest to the
culture and funny!

Blues in the Basement Thursday 3-3-2022, 3-10-
2022, 3-17-
2022, 3-24-
2022, 3-31-

2022

12:00 pm 1 hour
Alternative weekly news and lifestyle publication,

Memphis Flyer, presents an audio digest of its
magazine, including unheard audio clips from
reporter notes and brand-new talk segments,
highlighting conversations that bring the most

important topics in Memphis from the page to the
airwaves.

Radio Flyer Friday 3-4-2022, 3-11-
2022, 3-18-
2022, 3-25-

2022

12:00 pm 1 Hour


